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DOOLANN-LEISHA AND WALTER EATTS — WELCOME TO COUNTRY: OUR STORIES 
Statement by Member for Mirrabooka 

MS J.M. FREEMAN (Mirrabooka) [12.55 pm]: It is likely that everyone in this room has been welcomed to 
country by Doolann-Leisha and her husband, Walter Eatts. Both are respected representatives of the 
Noongar boodja in Western Australia. Doolann-Leisha is a woman elder of the Whadjuk people of the Noongar 
nation. Walter’s mother came from the Jaru people of Halls Creek, and his father from the Kojonup–Busselton 
area.  

Walter and Doolann-Leisha have each written a book of their stories and are now raising funds to get them 
published. Doolann-Leisha has written down the stories of her grandmother, who lived in the area now known as 
Kings Park from the late 1800s to early 1900s. It is important that future generations of Australians know the 
history of Whadjuk and Noongar people, and Doolann-Leisha wants to make sure her grandmother’s and her 
own stories are preserved for history. Walter has written the story of his search to belong. Raised mainly in 
a non-Aboriginal environment, he was drawn towards his Aboriginal heritage, yet unsure how to fit into 
Aboriginal society. He wants to show the personal impact of government policies that separated Aboriginal 
people not only from their land but also from mainstream society, denying Aboriginal children their biological 
parents on their home lands. Active suppression of Indigenous culture, including official efforts to prevent the 
passing on of stories and language, is well within living memory in WA. Members can find out how to support 
the Eatts’ project at www.pozible.com/project/185769. 

Amidst this good news, I would like also to place on record my deepest distress and concern at the recent death 
of a 22-year-old Yamatji woman while in custody in Port Hedland for failure to pay a $1 000 fine. As 
a community, a capacity to embrace the history of Australia’s first nation people cannot be fulfilled while we 
continue to make the mistakes of the past. 
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